## Dance Recommended Programs

All courses need to be reviewed by the corresponding department if you wish to have them taken as major courses or major electives. Courses/areas noted below may or may not be available depending on international university schedules and policies.

To obtain course approvals, visit the appropriate department contact listed [here](#).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Location/ Cost/Term</th>
<th>Potential Courses</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **FAA Direct**<br> Enroll: The Hebrew University of Jerusalem | Jerusalem, Israel (on the hilltop of the Mount Scopus campus)<br> $$<br> Fall/Spring/Summer<br> If you are of Jewish descent, you are eligible to apply for the Masa Israel grant, which is for over $1,000 for a semester at TAU. | Mandatory intensive Hebrew language course<br> Ballet 4-2, Ballet 4-1, Ballet 3<br> Classical Ballet 4<br> Modern 4, Modern 3<br> Cunningham 3<br> Choreography; Release 3/4<br> Repertoire Workshop<br> Gaga Class & Repertoire<br> Dance in Israel Seminar (field trips & performances)<br> Israeli Choreographers Workshops/ Gaza Technique/Theory<br> Modern Dance Repertoire<br> Contemporary Dance | RIS students have the opportunity to meet people from different culture and make friends with people from all over the world, as well as a chance to share experiences with local Israeli students.

Students receive a full activity package, which includes opportunities for touring the country, attending seminars and workshops, and participating in cultural and social events as well as holiday celebrations and recreational clubs. |
| **FAA Exchange:**<br> Taipei National University of the Arts | Taipei, Taiwan<br> $<br> Spring only | Beginning Theatrical Technique<br> Indigenous Dance<br> Intermediate Contemporary Dance, Adv<br> Adv Chin Opera Male Movement<br> Align Pilates, Pilates<br> Exploration in Contact Improv<br> Perform Skill Dance-Ballet I<br> Study in Dance Performance<br> Adv W Dance-Martha Graham Tech<br> Intermediate Ballet<br> Intermed East movement Train V<br> Repertory V, VIII<br> Advanced Martial Arts<br> Performance Tech in Dance IV<br> Dance Meditation II<br> Adv East Dance II-Contemporary<br> Adv Movement Train II<br> Adv West Dance I- Men’s Ballet<br> Performance VI<br> Fund Choreography II; Acrobatic Training II<br> Basic Tech in East Dance I and II<br> Performance Tech in Dance II<br> West Movement Training II | Taipei National University of the Arts (TNUA), Taiwan's preeminent conservatory of the arts, offers a highly rigorous technical training for dancers interested in pursuing careers in performance. The School of Dance is equated with excellence in Taiwan and around the world. TNUA alumni have gained respect and international acclaim as professional choreographers and have embodied a signature language of dance with a distinctive style. The evidence resides in the accomplishments of the faculty and alumni who lead the contemporary dance scene in Taiwan. |
| **FAA Direct**<br> Enroll: Lorenzo de Medici - Florence, Italy | Florence, Italy<br> $$<br> Fall/Spring/Summer | Unclear about performance opportunities<br> Dance classes offered: Intro to Ballet (2x/week for 3 hours total), Intermed Ballet (2x/week for 2.5 hours total), Flamenco. Other performing arts include Acting Dante’s Inferno, Music Production, Romeo & Juliet in Ballet & choreography. Gen Eds: PSYC 201/216/245, Humanities & the Arts, Western Cultures, SOC 273, ECON 102/103, PHIL 110 | LdM has formed a special partnership with Fondazione Franco Zeffirelli Center for the Arts and Entertainment, located in the heart of the historical city center of Florence. The Fondazione’s archives include Zeffirelli’s works of drama, opera, ballet and film productions. From stage direction, to bodywork to group dynamics, Performing Arts allows students from all fields to acquire the organizational, non-verbal and leadership skills necessary for their future endeavors. |
FAA Exchange:
**Turku University of Applied Sciences**
**Arts Academy**

Turku, Finland  
Spring 2022 only

* (Erasmus provides a grant which will cover some student expenses for travel & living)

Get Finternational Cultural Experiences
Finnish for Exchange Students
Dance individual study plan based on discussions with the teacher tutor of the study field. A student will be provided guidance for the execution of the project by the teacher tutor and student tutors.
Discuss with Prof. John Toenjes

Space available for only one UIUC student.

The Arts Academy program is a multidisciplinary learning community educating future experts in visual arts, music, theatre, and film and media.

---

**What is a petition program?**
[https://www.studyabroad.illinois.edu/documents/outgoingstudents/petition-process.pdf](https://www.studyabroad.illinois.edu/documents/outgoingstudents/petition-process.pdf)

The following are petition programs:

**Petition Program:**
**Institute of the Arts Barcelona**
(through Liverpool John Moores University)

Barcelona, Spain  
Fall/Spring

Critical & Analytical Studies (DANC 414)
Ballet & Contemporary Dance (DANC 267 and DANC 360)
Performance (DANC 423)
Jazz & Commercial Dance (DANC 410)

Our students receive in addition to their degree based education, a practical/technical training so that they are equipped to walk into the professional industry at the end of their degree. You will join the IAB students at Level 5 (year two of the programme) and work with them for the full semester taking the same classes and being included in all practical and performance work. Students are in class for 24 - 28 hours a week. Our study abroad package includes excursions around the region.

---

**Petition Program:**
**Amsterdam University of the Arts Academy of Theatre and Dance: Modern Theatre Dance**

Amsterdam, Netherlands

Dance Improvisation (DANC 363)
Advanced Modern Technique (DANC 360)
Intermed/Adv Ballet Technique (DANC 366)
Alexander Technique (DANC 401)
West African Dance Technique (DANC 310)

The Academy for Theatre and Dance is part of the Amsterdam University of the Arts (AHK). The AHK trains students for the national and international world of art, culture and heritage. In supporting exceptionally talented students to develop their artistic identity and cultivate an innovative vision, our outstanding tutors provide a solid grounding in skills and tradition, in collaboration with the international trend-setting cultural community of which Amsterdam is the centre.

---

**Petition Program:**
**Western Australia Academy of Performing Arts**

Perth, Australia (western)

Performance 3 (DANC 423)
Contemp Dance & Allied Techniques I (DANC 360)
Choreography 3 (DANC 362)
Related Physical Disciplines (DANC 411)
Ballet 3 (DANC 112)

WAAPA’s Dance programs train classical and contemporary dance artists by utilising teaching methods designed to develop and refine the skills of each individual. We provide the most comprehensive range of performing arts training in Australia. And our world-class staff, working in state-of-the-art performance and teaching facilities, provide rigorous and specialised training of the highest order. Our courses offer students the opportunity to realise their artistic ambitions. Intensive and performance based, with students averaging 35-40 contact hours per week.

---

More petition programs-

Arcadia- 12 programs for Dance in Australia, Scotland, Ireland, New Zealand, & England  
[https://studyabroad.arcadia.edu/find-a-program/](https://studyabroad.arcadia.edu/find-a-program/)

IFSA/University of Limerick in Ireland  

DuocUC. Santiago, Chile. (Primarily Theater but offers dance classes too)  
[http://www.duoc.cl](http://www.duoc.cl)

London Contemporary Dance School  
[https://www.lcds.ac.uk/](https://www.lcds.ac.uk/)
[https://go.illinois.edu/LondonContemporaryDanceSchoolStudyAbroadProgramme](https://go.illinois.edu/LondonContemporaryDanceSchoolStudyAbroadProgramme)

Coventry University. Coventry, England. (outside of Birmingham)  
[https://www.coventry.ac.uk/](https://www.coventry.ac.uk/)

[http://www.accademianazionaledanza.it/](http://www.accademianazionaledanza.it/)

Summer only petition programs-

IUGTE. Italy  
[http://www.iugte.com/projects](http://www.iugte.com/projects)

USF Dance in Paris Semester Program  
[http://theatreanddance.arts.usf.edu/content/go/paris/](http://theatreanddance.arts.usf.edu/content/go/paris/)

Ecole des Sable. Senegal, W Africa. Germaine Acogny (School now run by her son Patrick Acogny)  

Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance. London. UK  
[http://www.trinitylaban.ac.uk](http://www.trinitylaban.ac.uk)